
RADIAL STOOL
Another addition to the Radial range, available in three heights and with either an oak or leather upholstered 
seat. The main feature of this design is the rounded footrest which features a gentle curve to all sides, which 
reflects the seat shape. This footrest is nicely lap jointed into the legs and attached by a bolt which locates into 
a nut insert in the leg.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Clean regularly with a damp, clean soft cloth and warm soapy water – dry immediately. If there are any liquid 
spills wipe dry quickly to avoid permanent mark. General care: we do not recommend placing your furniture 
in direct sunlight or near sources of heat. This is due to the natural characteristics of wood as it expands and 
contracts with changes in humidity. Placing your furniture in these environments may cause the timber to  
dry out, shrink and crack. Avoid leaving water sitting on wood as this can cause permanent marks - wipe  
immediately with a dry cloth. Do not place hot or sharp objects on the surface of the wood as this can  
damage the surface of the wood. Avoid contact with harsh solvents such as nail polish remover / alcohol.

All quoted prices valid for 30 days

Natural Oak NXI0009L

45 x 37.5 x 71cmh
LARGE

45cm

71cmh
65cmh

45cmh

Natural Oak NXI0009M

44 x 36.5 x 65cmh
MEDIUM

Natural Oak NXI0009S

43 x 35.5 x 45cmh
SMALL

44cm 43cm



RADIAL STOOL
WITH LEATHER SEAT

All quoted prices valid for 30 days

Natural Oak & Black NXI0010L Natural Oak & Black NXI0010M

45 x 37.5 x 71cmh 44 x 36.5 x 65cmh
LARGE MEDIUM

44cm

65cm

45cm

71cm

Another addition to the Radial range, available in three heights and with either an oak or leather upholstered 
seat. The main feature of this design is the rounded footrest which features a gentle curve to all sides, which 
reflects the seat shape. This footrest is nicely lap jointed into the legs and attached by a bolt which locates into 
a nut insert in the leg.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Clean regularly with a damp, clean soft cloth and warm soapy water – dry immediately. If there are any liquid 
spills wipe dry quickly to avoid permanent mark. General care: we do not recommend placing your furniture 
in direct sunlight or near sources of heat. This is due to the natural characteristics of wood as it expands and 
contracts with changes in humidity. Placing your furniture in these environments may cause the timber to  
dry out, shrink and crack. Avoid leaving water sitting on wood as this can cause permanent marks - wipe  
immediately with a dry cloth. Do not place hot or sharp objects on the surface of the wood as this can  
damage the surface of the wood. Avoid contact with harsh solvents such as nail polish remover / alcohol.


